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administrators; or, if they were, they became, like Necker, im-
mersed in the routine of affairs, or, like Turgot, were driven out
by the ignorant and the self-interested. There were plenty of
men of talent and knowledge in France, but the Government
did not use them. If the royal Ministers and officials had only
read and assimilated the works of the Physiocrats (and the
work of Adam Smith, which was circulating in France) they
would have understood all the reforms that were necessary.
Yet even if they had understood the reforms that were needed
they would scarcely have had the capacity for decision to
carry them out. All Governments hate facing hard decisions.
Only under great pressure, and led by a very strong man, will
they do so. To enforce equality before the law upon all privi-
leged people; to tax the aristocrats and clergy in proportion
to their wealth; and to stop extravagant spending on the Court
and the Army—to do such things requires a ruthless power
of decision from which all Governments shrink. Yet, in 1789,
when it summoned the Estates-General, the French Govern-
ment had practically taken the decision—too late, apparently.
It should have taken the decision when Necker published his
great national balance-sheet, the Compte Rendu of 1781.
Nevertheless, though the internal forces of revolution broke
the dam of authority in France between 1789 and 1792, there
was no need for the revolution to spread. Other peoples would
have felt the agitation, would have been stirred, might have
risen here or there, but would have been kept in order, and
would have received some reforms. Ultimately the achievement
of civic freedom and equality in France would inevitably have
been copied or adopted in other countries. Thus the Revolu-
tion, which was accomplished violently, at needless cost, in
France, would have been achieved quietly, without bloodshed,
elsewhere. What ruined this prospect was the attack of the
monarchical states upon Revolutionary France in 1792. This
precipitated the twenty-two years of great European war.
Of course the outbreak of the great European war was not
caused by the attacking Powers only. Revolutionary France
was insolent and provocative. It rode roughshod over Imperial

